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Thirteenth Session, Commencing at 2.30 pm 

WORLD COINS

3443*
China, uncertain period, "Ch'in" series, double dragon head 
type, odd shaped medium of exchange and also known as 
"bridge money", (c.1000-500 B.C.), (9.53 g), length 110mm, 
(cf.Coole 6722 - 6736, Vol.5 p.478, 482, Not in Sch. or 
TFP). With green and bronze patina, repairs, very fine and 
very rare. 

$150

Ex Artemie Aste XXIX, lot 1122. 

Coole in "Coins in China's History", discusses these pieces under "Odd 
Shaped Mediums of Exchange", and that these pieces were initially used in 
that transitionary period between the bartering age and the coin age. They 
were made in many shapes and resembled various valuable utensils and 
objects used at that time including fish, bells, lotus roots, shields etc. Thus 
these objects in copper described above look like the early jade musical 
instruments called ch'in and they were used in orchestras like the modern 
metallic triangles. Dragon head "ch'in" are rarely seen and seem to have 
some monetary exchange value.

lot 3444 part

3444*
China, Chou Dynasty early period, (1000-500 B.C.), bronze 
fish money, uncertain era, shape similar to knife money but 
a fish, probably used in tombs, 'Yu' Fish series, some with 
detailed rib type in copper, odd shaped medium of exchange, 
mostly used in burial ceremonies in China, fish thrown into 
water to buy water for burial of the dead, (17.74, 6.72 g), 
length 120 and 70 mm, (cf.Coole 6920-6934, Vol.5 p.559-
563, Not in Sch). Toning, very fine, first with repair to tail, 
rare. (2)

$150

Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1123. Also 5E, lot 1368. With tickets.

3445*
China, Chou Dynasty, Early - Middle period, (500-400 
B.C.), large size pointed sharp shoulder pointed foot spade 
money, hollow head, (15.73 g), height 110mm, (cf.H.2.184). 
Attractive green patina with mild loss of surface on stem or 
handle, fine and very rare. 

$300

Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1124. With ticket and research.

This piece represents the earliest form of spade money.
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3446*
China, Chou Dynasty, Middle to late period, (475-221 B.C.), 
medium size square foot spade money, "An Yang' [Ancient 
city in Honan Province], (5.52 g), height 50mm, (Hartill 
3.184, Sch.9, TFP 161). Green and brown patina, otherwise 
very fine and scarce. 

$100

Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1125.

3447
China, Chou Dynasty, Middle to late period, 'Wu' military 
series, hollow handle spade, (c.400-250 B.C.), four characters 
spade money, length 82mm, (33.2 grams), (Coole Vol. 2, 
219, cf.Sch.42). Heavy green encrustation, otherwise fine 
and rare. 

$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 74 (lot 3328).

3448*
China, Zhou (Chou) Dynasty, large "Xiang Yin" round 
cash with round hole, (ca.350-220, B.C.), characters right 
side, diameter 32 mm, (cf.Hartill 6.8 [R3}, TFP 367). Rough 
surface, otherwise good fine and rare. 

$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3545.

This is a city in the State of Liang.

3449*
China, Chou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C.), Ming knife money 
with straight tip, chime stone shape, issued 400-220 B.C. obv. 
type 'Ming', rev. plain, length 135mm, (16.41 g), (H.4.43, 
cf.DCD 577, Coole Vol.6 7970, cf.TFP 577, cf.Schjoth 52-
61). Dark green earthern patina, nearly very fine. 

$100

Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1126.

3450*
China, warring states, State of Qi, (c.400-220 B.C), five 
characters knife money, obv. reading "Ji Mo Zhi Fa Hua" 
(Jimo's Legal Money), rev. Pi Feng, (length 165mm), (weight 
63.22g), (Hartill 4.2at). Evenly toned, fine and very rare. 

$500

With old collector's ticket.

3451*
China, warring states, State of Qi, (c.400-220 B.C), three 
characters knife money, obv. reading "Qi Fa Hua" (Qi 
Legal Money), rev. three lines above circle, (length 180mm), 
(weight 49.96g), (Hartill 4.7s). Evenly toned, fine and very 
rare. 

$300

With old collector's ticket.
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3452*
China, Western Han Dynasty, (206 B.C.-25 A.D.), clay 
mould for bronze cash, in the name of Wu Zhu, (after 113 
B.C.), 91x64x37mm size, (coin type Hartill 8.8). Very fine 
and rare. 

$200

Ex Artemide Aste, Asta 5E, lot 1371. With research.

3453
China, Western Han Dynasty, 'Pan Liang', round cash with 
square hole, (c.206 B.C. - A.D. 25), character each side, 
diameter 44mm, 22.2 grams, (cf.Coole 9294-5 Vol. 7, p.80, 
cf.Sch. 88-91 but larger, TFP 388, Pl.46). Heavy encrustation, 
otherwise fine and very rare. 

$110

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 77 (lot 1762).

3454*
China, Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang Interregnum, (c.A.D. 7-
22), "Zhong Quan San Shi", round cash with square hole, 
four characters on one side, value 30, diameter 20mms, 
issued 9-14 A.D., (Hartill 9.17, Sch.142a, TFP 464, Pl.53). 
Good very fine and rare. 

$200

Ex Noble Sale 94, lot 3556. 

This coin is part of the Wang Mang issue of round coins with square holes. 
The coins, known as the "Six Coins" were cast during the years 9-14 A.D.

3455
China, Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang rebel, (A.D. 7-22), new 
knife money or key money of value 500, obv. Ch'i knife 
five hundred on obverse, plain reverse, 22.8 grams, 69mm., 
(Sch.116, TFP 454); Eastern Han Dynasty, cash, 25mm., 
Emperor Kuang Wu (A.D. 25-57), dash from each corner 
of the obverse square hole, (Sch.178a, TPF 511). First coin 
with much surface encrustation, fine and very rare, second 
extremely fine. (2)

$250

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 77 (lot 1764).

3456*
China, The North and South Kingdoms, Northern Dynasty, 
Northern Qi, (A.D. 550-577), diameter 25mm, four 
characters around, obv. "Chang Ping Wu Zhu" (the constant 
and regular Wu Zhu), (Hartill 13.27, Sch. 242, TFP 613). 
Soil patination, very fine, very scarce. 

$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3563.

3457*
China, The North and South Kingdoms, Northern Dynasty, 
Northern Zhou, (A.D. 557-581), diameter 30mm, four 
characters around, obv. "Yong Tong Wan Guo" (Everlasting 
circulation in Ten Thousand Kingdoms), (Hartill 13.32, Sch. 
250, TFP 644). Some surface oxidation, very fine, rare. 

$150

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3565.

3458*
China, The Tang Dynasty, Kingdom of Wu, round cash with 
square hole, (A.D. 618-907), later type (Schjoth dates 750-
804), "Kai Yuan tong bao" four characters around, diameter 
41mm, value ten, rev. plain, (22.52 grams), (cf.Hartill 14.1, 
Sch. 365, TFP 757). Nearly extremely fine and very rare. 

$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3561.
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3459*
China, The Ten Kingdoms, Kingdom of Chu, large round 
cash with square hole, (A.D. 907-951), "Qian Yuan zhong 
bao" (Qian Yuan heavy currency), four characters around, 
diameter 43mm, rev. plain, (41.76g), (Hartill 15.73, Sch. -, 
TFP 800). Very fine and extremely rare. 

$200
Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3566.

3460
China, Northern Song Dynasty, (A.D. 998-1022), lot of 6 
Zhen Zong tong bao coins, one of which is large module 
(value two), (Sch.16.75). Toning, fine - good fine, scarce. 
(6)

$100
Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1130. With ticket.

3461
China, Northern Song Dynasty, Shen Tsung (1068-1085), 
two cash (5), Ch'ing (1851-1861), fifty cash (2), other types 
of cash some early (3), early spade type (2), charms (3, two 
very large 100mm), fake replica dollars extra large (45mm), 
as souvenirs (5). Very good - very fine. (20)

$200

3462*
China, Northern Song Dynasty, Emperor Hui Tsung (1101-
1125), "Chung Ho Tung pao", round ten cash, 41mm, 
value ten with square hole, (13.57g), (issued 1107-9), 
diameter 30mm, (Sch. 630, cf.TFP 1060, Pl.100). Very fine 
and rare. 

$100
Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1128.

3463*
China, Northern Song Dynasty, Emperor Hui Zong, 
(A.D. 1101-1125), ten cash coins, 'Chong Ning tong bao' 
(illustrated) and 'Chong Ning zhong bao' types, (Hartill 
16.401, 16.409). Toned, very fine - nearly extremely fine. 
(2)

$100

Ex Artemide Aste XXIX, lot 1129. With ticket.

3464*
China, Northern Song Dynasty, Emperor Shen Zong, round 
1 cash with square hole, (A.D. 1078-85), obv. "Yuan Feng 
tong bao", rev. plain with casting slip off centre, (Hartill 
16.221). Very fine and very rare. 

$100

The casting of this coin has slipped and rendered the reverse significantly 
off centre.

3465*
China, The Tartar Dynasties, Xi Xia The Western Xia, 
Emperor Shen Zong, round cash with square hole, (A.D. 
1211-1223), "Guang Ding Yuan bao", four characters 
around in Seal Script, diameter 25mm, rev. plain, (Hartill 
18.110, Sch. -, cf.TFP 1694). Very fine and very rare. 

$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3578. With amusing research.
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3466*
China, The Ming Dynasty, round charm with dragon and 
man with sword, the reverse with dozens of characters with 
circles and symbol in centre, a large charm with a support 
hole attached to top, Ming Dynasty, (1368-1644), 73mm. 
Dark patina, fine and rare. 

$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3601.

3467*
China, The Ming Dynasty, round charm with insert of nine 
cash coins all joined together and with a central coin to make 
a large charm, Ming Dynasty, (1368-1644), obv. and rev. ten 
fantasy coins with gaps in making the design, 75mm. Dark 
patina, very fine and rare. 

$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3600.
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3468*
China, Qing Dynasty, Gao Zong (1736-1795), large medallic 
coin (45mm), Tianxia Taiping type, (cf H.26.3), (Zhong guo 
hua qian 1324). Very fine. 

$100

3469*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen 
Zong (1851-1861), 51mm, forty cash coin, Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang mint, "dang sishi" (Hartill 22.1042 [2], Sch. -, TFP 
2484). Very fine and very rare. 

$500

3470*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen 
Zong (1851-1861), 56mm, fifty cash coin, Hunan mint, 
"Boo nan" (cf.Harwill 22.899, Sch. -, cf. TFP 2530). Very 
fine and very rare. 

$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3592.

3471*
China, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen 
Zong (1851-1861), 47mm, ornate and engraved fields one 
hundred cash coin, The Prince Qing Hui mint, (reading as 
the Board of Revenue mint), issued May - August 1854, two 
dots on reverse at top left and right, (cf.Hartill 22.717, Sch. 
-, cf.TFP 2431). Very fine and very rare. 

$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94, lot 3591.
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3472*
China, Qing Dynasty, large brass charm (60mm) (cf Zhong 
guo hua qian 1401). Fine. 

$100

3473
China, Qing Dynasty, Hsien-feng, (1851-1861), cast brass 
ten cash, Nanchang mint in Kinagsi, 37 mm., (KM.C.15-
5); another a modern copy of Ch'i-hsiang (1861), Board of 
Works mint, Peking, 35 mm., (KM.C.2-12 [if genuine $900 
VF]); and cash coin in name of reign name of 'Yang an', of 
1099 AD, a usurper Chung Tsung (1086-1135), (Sch. -, TFP 
-). Mostly very fine last two rare. (3)

$160

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 77 (lot 1785).

3474
China, Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), copy of issue in name of 
Hsien-feng (1851-1860), bronze presentation coin, 38 mm, 
rev. 'Tian Xia Tai Ping', (Hartill 30.35, cf.TFP 2369 but for 
Jen Tsung [1796-1820]); together with ten cash of Kiangsi 
province, 37mm (2), (KM.15.5) and Sinkiang Province, 
Yarkand mint, one hundred cash, 50mm, (KM.35-5.1). 
Last good very fine and rare, first rare but a copy, others 
very fine. (4)

$120

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 77 (lot 1776).

3475*
China, Qing Dynasty, Wen Zong (1851-61), 500 cash (1854), 
Xi'an, Shaanxi H.22.951. Very fine. 

$200

lot 3476 part
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3476*
China, large bronze charm (cf Sch 259). Very fine. 

$500

3477
China, Empire, brass ten cash (1907) (KM.Y10.5). Fine 
and rare. 

$100

Ex Baldwin's Ma Tah Wu Sale 49 Hong Kong (lot 492).

3478
China, Empire, Chekiang Province, copper twenty cash 
(1906) (KM.Y11b). Good fine. 

$100

Ex Baldwin -Ma Tuk Wu Sale 49 Hong Kong (lot 516).

3479*
China, Empire, silver dollar, Tientsin (1908) (KM.Y.14). 
Nearly very fine. 

$450

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94 (lot 3615).

3480*
China, Empire, Central Mint of Tientsin, silver dollar, 
undated (1910) (KM.219). Good very fine and very scarce 
thus. 

$1,000

3481*
China, Empire, Chingkiang, central mint Tientsin, under 
Hsuen Tung (1908-1911), issued in the third year (1911), 
silver dollar (KM.Y.31). Nearly very fine. 

$700

3482*
China, Empire, Chingkiang central Mint of Tientsin, under 
Hsuen Tung (1908-1911), silver dollar, yr 3 (1911) (KM.
Y.31). Blackened areas, otherwise very fine. 

$400

3483*
China, Empire, Fukien Province copper two cash (1901-3) 
(KM.Y81 for type, unlisted in copper). Porous, otherwise 
very fine. 

$100
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3484*
China, Empire, Fukien Province, ten cash (1901-5) large 
character (KM.Y#100). Nearly very fine. 

$50

In a slab by NGC as VF30BN.

3485*
China, Empire, Feng Tien Province, silver dollar, yr 25 (1899) 
(KM.Y.87.1). Shallow strike, copy dies, frosty mint bloom, 
nearly uncirculated. 

$500

 

3486*
China, Empire, Hu Peh Province, ten cash (1902-5) (KM.
Y#120a.2). Good very fine. 

$50

In a slab by NGC as XF45BN.

 

3487*
China, Empire, Kiang nan, ten cents, cd 1899, (KM.142a.2). 
Good very fine, scarce. 

$250

A similar example at Stacks 3 May 2022 (lot 59430) realised $750 US.

3488*
China, Empire, Kiang nan Province, silver dragon dollar 
(1905) (KM.Y145a.17). Some red gold toning over mint 
bloom, nearly uncirculated. 

$3,000

3489*
China, Empire, Kiang nan Province, silver dollar (1905) 
(KM.Y145a.17). Dark toning, nearly very fine. 

$150

3490*
China, Empire, Kiang nan, dragon dollar struck in copper 
(L & M 257). Slight stain, underlying bloom, nearly 
uncirculated and rare. 

$500

3491*
China, Empire, Manchurian Province, silver dollar, yr 33 
(1907) (KM.Y212) (26.90g). Golden tone, very fine and 
scarce. 

$300
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3492*
China, Empire, Yunnan Province, silver dollar (1908) 
(KM.Y254). Light golden toned mint bloom, nearly 
uncirculated. 

$2,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 131 (lot 1176).

3493*
China, Kweichow Province, automobile dollar yr 17 (1928) 
(26.95g), probable old copy. Nearly very fine. 

$100

3494*
China, Taiwan, Rebel coinage, Ting-dih silver dollar (1862), 
obv. floral vase, rev. crossed brushes (KM.cfC.25-5; Kann 4), 
with Spanish American silver dollar edge devices, probable 
trial (26.85g). Deep brown patina, chop mark, including 
flower lower obverse, good very fine and rare. 

$500

3495*
China, Empire, Taiwan Province, fantasy silver dollar (Kann 
p64 called a bogus coin) (26.85g). Toned good very fine. 

$100

3496*
China, Republic, Yuan Shi Kai, silver dollar, year 3 (1914) 
(KM.Y329). Lightly toned, has been brushed, otherwise 
very fine or better. 

$200

3497*
China, Republic Sun Yat Sen, silver dollar, undated (1912) 
(KM.Y.319). Underlying mint bloom, light golden toning, 
lettering weakness in part of reverse, otherwise nearly 
extremely fine. 

$300

3498*
China, Republic, Sun Yat Sen, memento silver dollar (1927) 
(KM.Y.318a.1). Obverse scratch, cleaned, striking weakness, 
otherwise fine. 

$70
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3499*
China, Republic, Hung-hsien, bust in military uniform with 
plumed hat, rev. winged dragon (1916) (KM.Y332) (26.89g), 
probable modern copy. Uncirculated. 

$50

3500*
China, Republic, unadopted design of the National emblem, 
silver twenty cents, year 15, 1926, (KM.Y.335). Very 
fine,scarce. 

$150

3501*
China, Republic, Sun Yat Sen, silver 'Junk' dollar, Yr 22 
(1933) (KM.Y.345). Cleaned very fine. 

$200

3502*
China, Republic, Sun Yat Sen, 'Junk' silver dollar, yr 22 
(1933) (KM.Y.345). Good very fine. 

$80

3503
China, Republic, Honan province, copper fifty cash, year 20 
(1931) (KM.Y397). Nearly fine. 

$60

3504*
China, Sinkiang Republic, silver dollar, 1949 (KM.46.2). 
Very fine. 

$400

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94 (lot 3618).

3505*
China, Sinkiang Republic, silver dollar, 1949 (KM.46.2). 
Very fine. 

$400

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 94 (lot 3619).

3506*
China, Mexico, Philip V, eight reales or pillar dollar, 1735 
MF (KM.103), with numerous chop marks; Peru, Charles 
IIII (1788-1808), eight reales, Lima Mint, 1808JP (KM.97), 
with extensive chop marks. Very fine and rare. (2)

$300

Ex Baldwins Hong Kong Auction 27 August 2008, lot 699. Previously the 
Norman Jacobs Collection. With tickets and research.
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part

3507*
China, C.E.R.A., Nationalist bronze medal by Whitehead 
Hoag Co. Newark N.J., fob medals in white metal dated 
7.2.22 (2), sports fob medal in hard white metal. Very fine 
- extremely fine. (4)

$50

3508*
China, Republic, Ma Jun Wu, Yr 29 (1940) commemorative 
medal in bronze (26mm). Good very fine. 

$100

Sold with biographical research.

3509*
China, Qing Dynasty, (late 19th century), silver ingot, 
(197.3g). Very fine. 

$50

3510*
China, silver sycee, (83.36g), same punch applied three times 
similar in style to Cribb A710, could have been filed down 
from original size. Fine. 

$100

3511*
China, silver sycee (190.79g), two different punches, flower 
shaped six ounce ingot (cf Cribb 467). Very fine. 

$200

3512
China, base silver sycee ingot (275g) (Cribb class 20, 
Shandong Province, local tax ingot), probable old copy. 
Fine. 

$100
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3513*
China, created fantasies based on similar real issues, a) as 
an issue of Zhu Yuanzhang, as Prince of Wu (1361-1368) 
as a ten (10) cash coin (28.75 g), (cf.H.20.55); another 
Qing Dynasty, Wen Zong (1851-1861), b) as fifty (50) cash 
Nanchang in Jiangxi mint, (26.38 g); (cf.H.22.931) with 
additional lines between characters on reverse. Very fine. 
(2)

$100

3514
China, a series of replica silver dollars, Empire (10), Republic, 
military cap (6); Yuan Shih Kai (6); plumed hat (4); 1924 
(3); Sun Yat Sen 'junk' dollars (2), Birds over Junk (5), half 
dollars Yunnan (4); Japan, yen (4), Trade dollars (2); USA, 
Trade dollars (3); Mexico, dollar 1857, as collected in Hong 
Kong in 1970s. Very fine - uncirculated. (50)

$300

3515
China, Peoples Republic, mint set of type coins in FDC or 
PNC type from set 'Coins Sets of World Nations 1985'. 
Uncirculated. 

$50

3516
China, minors in base metal (17), plus silver ten cents of 
Kwang Tung. Fine - extremely fine. (18)

$50

3517*
Tibet, Szechuan trade silver rupee (KM.Y3.4). Flattened in 
strike in part, good fine. 

$200

In a slab by PCGS as VF25.

3518
Tibet, Trade coinage, base silver rupees, c.1905-1912, in 
style of the Szechuan (China) mint, small bust with collar 
and beaded strap holding on hat, Szechuan rupees of this 
type were made at the Kangding Mint and were struck in 
debased silver (billon), (KM.Y.3a). Toned, nearly very fine 
and scarce. (2)

$80

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

3519*
Tibet, under Tibetan Authority, 'Ga-den' silver or billon 
tangka coinage, of type petals around lotus centre, Doole 
mint, Lhasa, dated to period 1912-1925, variant of Seeman's 
typeF (cf.KM.Y13F.7-.15). Toned, very fine. 

$60
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part

3520*
Tibet, under Tibetan Authority, 'Ga-den' silver or billon 
tangka coinage, of type petals around lotus centre, Dodpal 
mint (Lhasa), a selection, various varieties with various dots 
around lotus centre, (cf.KM.Y.13 varieties, one illustrated). 
Mostly very fine - good very fine. (10)

$200

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection.

3521*
Tibet, Theocracy, copper one sho, BE 15-52 (1918), Dode 
mint, (KM.Y.21). Fine and a rare type coin. 

$70

part

3522*
Tibet, Theocracy, copper one sho, Dode mint, BE 15-56 
(1922); 15-57 (1923) (2), 15-58 (1924), 15-59 (1925), 15-60 
(1926) (3), 16-1 (1927) (dot below O), 16-2 (1928) (2), (KM.
Y.21a); Tapchi mint, 16-6 (1932), 16-7 (1933), 16-8 (1934) 
(2), 16-9 (1935) (4), 16-10 (1936) (2), 16-11 (1937) (10, all 
varieties, one illustrated)), 16-12 (1938) (2) (KM.Y.23). Fine 
- nearly uncirculated all in 2x2 described holders. (33)

$200

3523*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver one and a half (1 1/2) srang, 
BE 16-20 (1946), Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.24; WS-0338). Lightly 
toned, with a bold strike, a desirable piece, especially at this 
key date, good very fine and very rare. 

$350

3524*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver one and a half (1 1/2) srang, 
BE 16-10 (1936), Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.24). Lightly toned, 
good very fine and scarce. 

$150

3525*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver one and a half (1 1/2) srang, 
BE 16-11 (1937), Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.24). Lightly toned, 
good very fine and scarce. 

$150

part

3526*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver one and a half (1 1/2) srang, 
BE 16-11 (1937) (4, one illustrated), 16-12 (1938) (2, one 
illustrated), Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.24). Lightly toned, good 
fine - good very fine, all in 2x2 packets, scarce. (6)

$700
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3527*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver three srang, BE 16-9 (1935), 
Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.26). Toned, very fine. (2)

$300

3528*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver three srang, BE 16-10 (1936), 
Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.26). Toned, very fine. 

$150

3529*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver three (3) srang, BE 16-11 
(1937), Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.26). Toned, very fine, scarce. 

$150

part

3530*
Tibet, Sro-Srang coinage, silver three (3) srang, BE 16-10 
(1936) (3, one illustrated), Tapchi mint, (KM.Y.26); together 
with a counterfeit cast example in copper. Lightly toned, 
good very fine or better, scarce. (4)

$500

3531*
Tibet, Sino Tibetan coinage,Tao Kuang (1820-1851) silver 
sho, yr 16 (KM.93). Very fine. 

$300

3532
Nepal, Lichhavi Period, ca. 576-700, a group lot of 8 copper 
coins and tokens, including AE 26, a unit c. 576-605, 
RCV (The Coinage of Nepal, A.1 #1; MNI 197), obv. lion 
with raised paw to left with legend 'Sri Mananka' above, 
rev. goddess Lakshmi on lotus facing with legend 'Shri 
Bhogini' (illustrated); another smaller similar; another of 
Narendradeva (641-680 A.D.), Pashupati type, AE 21, a 
unit, obv. bull standing right, rev. sun (RGV 96) (illustrrated); 
other similar but smaller examples (5); modern era of Nepal 
including silver 10 rupees 1968 FAO (KM.794) and 25 
rupees Virendra Coronation, (KM.838); miscellaneous base 
metal issues (8) c.1955-1978. Very good - good very fine, 
several rare. (18)

$150

Ex Gary McCue Collection.

part

3533*
Nepal, Kingdom of Patan, silver quarter mohar, Siddhi 
Narasimha^(NS740-781, 1620-1661), NS774 (1641) with 
lion on reverse (KM.299) rare (illustrated); Kingdom of 
Kathmandu, Nripendra Malla (NS 794-800, A.D. 1674-
1680), silver quarter mohar NS 794, (KM.183) very scarce; 
Jagajjaya Malla (NS 842-855, 1722-1735) silver quarter 
mohar NS 842 (KM.230); Shah Dynasty, Prithvi Narayan 
(SE1690-1696, 1768-1775), silver quarter mohar, SE 1692, 
(KM.464); Pratap Simha (SE1696-1699, 1775-1777), silver 
quarter mohur, SE 1699 (KM.470.1); Rana Bahadur (SE 
1699 -1720, A.D. 1777-1799), silver quarter mohar SE 
1741 (1786) (KM.500); Girvan Yuddha Vikrama (SE1720-
1738, 1799-1816), silver quarter mohar, SE 1730, 1733, 
(KM.524), silver eighth mohars nd (KM.5220 (2); Rajendra 
Vikrama (SE 1738-1769, 1816-1847), in the name of Queen 
Rajya Lakshmi, SE1766 (KM.561.1); Surendra Vikrama 
(SE1769-1803, 1847-1881), silver quarter mohar, SE 1770 
(KM.597); Tribhuvana Vira Vikrama, (VS 1968-2007, A.D. 
1911-1950); quarter mohars VS 1969, 1970 (6), (KM.692). 
Fine - extremely fine, several rare. (19)

$300

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.
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3534*
Nepal, Kingdom of Patan, Srinivasa Malla (NS781-805, 
1661-1685) dated NS786 (1666), silver mohar (5.49 g), obv. 
six pointed double diamond star, rev. small central circle 
with a maltese cross type outside area with date within a 
variant of the usual position of the date, (cf.KM.307-308). 
Very fine and very rare. 

$200

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

3535*
Nepal, Kingdom of Kathmandu, Jaya Chakravartendra 
Malla, NS789 (1669), silver mohar (5.04g), (KM.173), 
obv. bow and 5 arrows outside and wheel and conch shell 
in centre, rev. noose, elephant goad, mace & lotus flower, 
(KM.173). Very fine and rare. 

$100

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3536*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Prithvi Narayan (SE1690-1696, 1768-
1775), silver one mohar, (c.5.46 g), SE 1690, 1691 (5), 1692 
(3), 1694 (2, one illustratd), 1695 (2), 1696 (5), (KM.454.2). 
Mostly toned, good fine - extremely fine. (18)

$250

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection.

part

3537*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Pratap Simha (SE1696-1699, 
1775-1777), silver one mohars, SE1697 (2), 1698 (3, one 
illustrated) (KM.472.1); Rana Bahadur (SE 1699-1720, 
1777-1799) silver mohars, SE 1709, 1710 (2, one illustrated) 
(KM.502.1); SE 1711, 1712, 1713, 1716, 1717 (KM.502.2); 
Vira Vikrama (SE1803-1833, 1881-1911), hand struck silver 
mohars SE1803 (3) (KM.650). Fine - good very fine. (16)

$200

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3538*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rana Bahadur (SE1699-1720, 1777-
1799) silver mohars, SE various dates with duplication, 
SE1712 (1790) (illustrated) average weight 5.40 g) 
(KM.502.2). Very fine - extremely fine. (11)

$200

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3539*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rana Bahadur (SE1699-1720, 1777-
1799) in the name of Queen Lalitia Tripura Sundari half 
mohars (3) SE1701, 1712 (2, one illustrated) (KM.501), 
Rajendra Vikrama (SE 1738-1769, 1816-1847), silver half 
mohar SE1738, 1746 (KM.563) another 1746, 1757, 1759 
(KM.564); Prithvi Vira Vikrama, (SE 1803-1833, A.D. 
1881-1911), silver half mohars machine struck SE 1827 
(KM.648); Tribhuvana Vira Vikrama, (VS 1968-2007, A.D. 
1911-1950), YS 1968 (2), 1970 (3), 1971 (unlisted date, 
illustrated). Fine - extremely fine. (15)

$250

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection.
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part

3540*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rana Bahadur (SE1699-1720, 
1777-1799) silver mohars, SE1710 (1788), 1711 (1789) 
(illustrated) (KM.502.1); Girvan Yuddha Vikrama (SE1720-
1738, 1799-1816), silver one mohars (5), dated SE1721 
(illustrated), 1721, 1732, 1737, 1738 (2) (KM.529); 
Surendra Vikrama (SE1769-1803, 1847-1881), silver two 
mohars, 29mm diam., SE1801 (1879) (KM.602.3) (scarce, 
illustrated); Prithvi Vira Vikrama, (SE1803-1833, A.D. 
1881-1911), silver mohars, plain edge various dates (12) 
(KM.651.1); milled edge SE1826 (1904) (KM.651.2); silver 
two mohars SE1831 (1909) 27mm diam (KM.655). Fine 
- extremely fine. (22)

$300
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3541*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rana Bahadur (SE1699-1720, 1777-
1799) silver mohars, SE various dates with duplication, 
SE1709 (1787) (illustrated) average weight 5.48 g) 
(KM.502.1). Very fine - extremely fine. (24)

$350
Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3542*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Girvan Yuddha Vikrama (SE1720-
1738, 1799-1816), silver one mohar, (average 5.3 g), dated 
SE 1721 (2), 1723 (illustrated), 1728 (2), 1729 (3), 1734, 
1735, 1736, (KM.529). Toned, very fine - extremely fine. 
(11)

$200

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

3543
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rajendra Vikrama (SE1738-1769, 
1816-1847), silver one mohar, (average 5.3 g), various dates 
mostly SE1766-1768 with much duoplication. Some toned 
mostly fine - very fine. (15)

$200

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection.

part

3544*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rajendra Vikrama (SE1738-1769, 
1816-1847), silver one mohars (average 5.35 g), various 
dates (22) some duplication, (KM.565); Prithvi Vira Vikrama, 
(SE1803-1833, A.D. 1881-1911), silver mohars handstruck 
SE1803 (1881) (4, one illustrated), 1804 (KM.650). Some 
toned mostly fine - nearly very fine. (27)

$300

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3545*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rajendra Vikrama (SE1738-1769, 
1816-1847), silver one mohars (average 5.36 g), various 
dates some duplication, (SE 1753 [1831] illustrated), 
(KM.565). Some toned mostly fine - very fine. (33)

$300

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.

part

3546*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Rajendra Vikrama (SE1738-1769, 
1816-1847), silver one mohars (average 5.33 g), various 
dates some duplication, (SE 1748 [1826] illustrated), 
(KM.565). Some toned mostly fine - very fine. (44)

$400

Ex Dr V.J.A.Flynn Collection.
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part

3547*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Prithvi Vira Vikrama, (SE 1803-
1833, A.D. 1881-1911), silver half mohar SE 1827 (1905), 
(KM.648) another machine made SE 1833 (1911) (KM.649), 
another quarter mohar SE 1833 (1911) (KM.644); silver 
mohar, SE 1830 (1908), (KM.651.2); silver two mohars, 
SE 1831 (1909) (illustrated), (KM.655). Nearly extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (5)

$200

Ex Gary McCue Collection.

part

3548*
Nepal, Shah Dynasty, Tribhuvana Vira Vikrama (VS1968-
2007, 1911-1950), machine struck silver two mohars, VS 
1970 (1913) (KM.695); mohar VS 1968 (1911), (KM.694); 
half mohar VS 1970 (1913) (KM.693); quarter mohar VS 
1970 (1913), (KM.692); copper issues (4), including five 
paisa VS 1992 (1935) (KM.711). Mostly extremely fine or 
better. (8)

$70

Ex Gary McCue Collection.

WORLD  HISTORICAL  MEDALS    

3549*
Canada, A.A.A. of C (Amateur Athletic Association of 
Canada), Cross Country (Cycling) Team Race prize medal in 
silver and gold (42x46mm), by TAA, with gold winged wheel 
in centre of a gold star, with gold suspender inscribed, 'Team', 
and a pin-back ribbon suspender inscribed, '87/A.A.A. of 
C./Cross Country'. Ribbon with a few defects, otherwise 
toned good very fine. 

$140

3550
China, small medals one with portrait of Mao, 21mm wide, 
with support mount, another with obverse Buddha 36mm 
and reverse with Chinese script. Very fine. (2)

$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 77 (lot 2150).

3551
France, Louis XV, silver jeton, 1755, reverse the three muses. 
Very fine. 

$100
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3552*
France, Napoleon, Emperor and King (1809), in bronze 
(68mm) by J.P.Droz for the Bank of France (B.915). 
Chocolate brown patina, good extremely fine. 

$180

lot 3553 part

3553*
France, Napoleon and M.Louisa of Austria marriage 11 
March 1810 in silver (48mm) by A.Guillemand. Edge bump, 
otherwise very fine. 

$100

Ex estate of Sir J.M. Dunningham.

3554
France, Exposition Universelle Internationale de 1878, in 
bronze (68mm), awarded to 'De Paniaqua'. In case of issue, 
uncirculated. 

$50

3555*
Germany,  Roald Amundsen,  in bronze (50mm) 
commemorating his South Pole Expedition in 1911, by 
Lauer, Nurnberg, obverse, bust right, wearing thick fur, 
inscription around, reverse, flagpole in front of igloo, 
divided by date 16 Dez 1911, radiant sun above surrounded 
by inscription. Small edge knock at 2 o'clock on reverse, 
otherwise extremely fine. 

$350
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3556
International Society of Postmasters, incomplete set 
containing twenty three of thirty six sterling silver medals 
with FDCs from different countries (ASW = .65 of a troy 
ounce each). Packaging dilapidated, medals, FDC. (23)

$300

3557*
Japan, Census Taker's badge, Taisho 14 (1925), in silver 
(27mm), ring top suspension with pin-fitting attached, 
in box of issue (this with a tear); Ladies Enthronement 
Commemorative Medal for 3rd year of Showa Emperor, 
November 10 (1928), in silver (28mm), with ring top 
suspension, in packet of issue. Extremely fine. (2)

$100

3558
Japan, Winter Olympics, Sapporo 1972 in bronze 50mm 
(93.80g), also Royal Australian Mint Canberra medallion 
(55mm) (79.86g). Uncirculated. (2)

$30

3559*
Netherlands East Indies, Governor General van der Wyck, 
1899, in bronze (68mm) by J.C.Chaplain, obverse, bust 
left of Governor General van der Wyck, legend around, 
reverse, legend in six lines, date 1893-1899 below, palm 
leaf left field, edge impressed 'bronze' (Forrer Vol 1/404). 
Polished, with spot between E and U on obverse, otherwise 
extremely fine. 

$120

3560
Papal States, Pope Pius IX (1846-1878) medals in 
bronze, Visit to the Sick French Soldiers, 1850 (59mm); 
Reconstruction and re-consecration of St Paul's Basilica 
Outside the Walls, 1865 (82mm) by Giuseppe Bianchi; St 
Peter and St Paul, 1867 (48mm) (2); Cemetery de Campo 
Verano, Rome, 1870 (43mm). With some spots of verdigris, 
otherwise fine - very fine. (5)

$150

3561
Russia, Alexander II, 1873, Catherine the Great Memorial 
1762-1796, in silver (35mm). Polished and edge bumped, 
otherwise good fine. 

$100

3562
Singapore, Singapore Airlines, Wonders of The World, minted 
.800 fine (25.46g) silver ingots, Great Wall of China (2); Taj 
Mahal (2). In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (4)

$70
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3563
Tennis plaques, (3) by F.Rasumny and AD, set in glazed 
rectangular frame, 185mm diameter for each plaque. 
Extremely fine. 

$120

3564
USA, Unternational Exhibition, Philadelphia, 1876, in 
bronze (76mm). Good very fine. 

$80

3565*
USA, 49th Annual Encampment of Grand Army of the 
Republic at Wusau, 1915, in bronze (38.5mm), pierced hole 
for suspension, obverse, memorial and around the outside, 
'Wausau/June 14-16, 1915', reverse, 7-lines of text, '49th 
Annual/Encampment/Department Of/Wisconsin/G.A.R./
S.A.Cook/Commander'. Good very fine. 

$40

Samuel A.Cook was a civil war veteran and 1915 State Commander of the 
Grand Army of the Republic for Wisconsin.

3566*
USA, IOOF (Independent Order of Odd Fellows) Webbers 
Falls Lodge No. 107, Member jewel in voided gilt bronze and 
enamel (50x53mm), by Whitehead & Hoag Co, Newark, 
NJ, with pin-back suspension and clasp for Member. Good 
fine. 

$50

Webbers Falls is a small rural town in Eastern Oklahoma, USA.

3567
USSR, commemorative medal, After Standing We Defeated 
Death 1942-1943, in gilt aluminium (55mm); Moscow 
Olympics 1980 commemorative by Manns Original brown 
ale, in white metal (33.5mm), ring top suspension; Moscow 
Olympics lapel badge in aluminium and enamel (29x28mm), 
pin-back, all text in Russian (possibly related to Youth 
Olympics). The first with edge cut and some surface marks, 
otherwise very fine. (3)

$30

3568
World medals, includes Australia, First Visit of Commonwealth 
Fleet, 1913, in brass (29mm) (C.1913/5); Peace medal, 
1919, in silvered (27mm) (C.1919/2); Peace medal, 1945, 
in silvered (27mm) (C.1945/9); Royal Life Saving Society 
Bronze Medallion (34mm), with ring top suspension, reverse 
inscribed, 'O.Poole/Sept/1947', in case; Dedication of the 
National Servicemen's Memorial Canberra, 2010, medal 
in oxidised nickel (47mm), in case; Great Britain, 2nd Bn 
The Suffolk Regt prize medal in bronze (32mm), ring top 
suspension, reverse inscribed, 'Novices Boxing/1938'; The 
Bell Medal in bronze (39mm), Presented by The Society of 
Miniature Rifle Clubs, unnamed; Solomon Islands, 50th 
Anniversary Gudalcanal Landing, 1992, in bronze (26mm); 
also Canada, Port Moody Police shoulder patch; also a small 
selection of base metal USA (14) and Japanese minor coins 
(12). Fine - uncirculated. (35)

$80

3569
World, Germany, Masonic Lodge Kaiser Friedrich Zur 
Duldsamkeit, neck badge in gilt and enamel with neck 
ribbon; Great Britain, Masonic Knight's Templar breast jewel 
'In Hos Signo Vinces' (In this sign thou shall conquer), in 
silvered and enamel, pin-back. A few enamel chips, otherwise 
very fine. (2)

$80


